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Abstract
This paper proposes an improved version of our 
previously introduced face detection system based on 
skin color segmentation and neural networks. The 
new system uses a support vector machine (SVM) 
based method for verification.
1. Introduction 
Recently, face detection has received much 
attention and has been an extensive research topic 
[1~4]. It is the important first step of many applications 
such as the face recognition system, facial expression 
analysis, surveillance systems. We previously 
proposed an approach for detecting human faces in 
color images under different illumination condition, 
scale, rotation, with/without glasses, based on 
classification by neural networks. In this paper, we 
modify the approach by using SVM for classification. 
Firstly, skin color segmentation is performed to find 
skin color regions. Secondly, possible face blocks are 
located by using some restrictions on these regions. 
Thirdly, eye detection and matching are carried out on 
each possible face blocks to obtain face candidates, 
which are then verified by an SVM classifier.
2. Face Candidate Searching 
We obtain face candidates through three steps: skin 
color segmentation, locating possible face blocks using 
geometry property of faces, and eye detection for 
filtering out some non-face blocks 
2.1. Skin color segmentation 
The distribution of skin colors clusters in a small 
region of the chromatic color space and thus skin color 
detection is firstly performed to reduce the 
computational complexity. Among numerous color 
spaces, RGB color space is sensitive to the variation of 
intensity, and thus it alone is not sufficient to use only 
RGB color space to detect skin color.
Due to the fact that both the normalized RGB space 
and HSV color space can reduce the lighting effect, we 
combine them with the RGB color space to detect skin 
pixels. Since it suffices to represent color using only 
two values in the normalized RGB color space, we use 
the values of r = R/(R+G+B) and g = G/(R+G+B). A 
pixel is labeled as a skin pixel if its color values 
conform to the following constraints: 
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As a result, we can generate a binary skin map where 
the white points represent the skin pixels and the black 
points represent the non-skin pixels. Then, we apply 
median filter and morphological opening operation to 
the skin map to eliminate small skin blocks. Afterward, 
utilizing connected component operation to find out all 
connected skin regions and each of the skin regions is 
labeled by a bounding box. 
2.2. Locating possible face blocks 
To check if a skin region contains a face, we use the 
following three constraints: (1). The area of the region
is greater than 30×30, (2). The ratio of the height to the 
width of the bounding box, denoted by Aspect Ratio, is 
between 0.8 and 2.6, and (3). The percentage of the 
skin pixels in the bounding box is greater than 40%. 
Any skin region satisfying these constraints is regarded 
as a possible face block; otherwise, a non-face region. 
2.3. Eye detection 
In general, the intensity of eye is darker than that of 
other facial features in a face and it does not belong to 
skin region. Utilizing this property of eyes, we can find 
out some eye pixels and present them with white points 
in the possible face block. Median filter is applied to 
remove noises and then connected component 
operation is performed to find all so-called eye-like 
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5. Discussions and conclusions blocks circumscribed with a bounding box, and then 
examined by the three following conditions to verify if 
it contains an eye: (1). The first condition is that the 
Aspect Ratio of the block is between 0.2 and 1.67, (2). 
The percentage of the skin pixels in the box is greater 
or equal to 30%, (3). The ratio of the width of the eye-
like block to the width of the possible face block is 
between 0.028 and 0.4. These parameters came from 
experimental results. Any eye-like block satisfying 
these conditions is called an eye block. Finally, each 
pair of eye blocks is matched by locating the centroids 
of the two eye blocks, calculating the horizontal 
distance, denoted by D, between two centroids, and 
then applying the following matching criteria: (1). The 
ratio of D to the width of the face is between T1 and T2,
(2). The two eyes are located at the upper portion of a 
face, and (3). The sizes of the two eyes are nearly 
equal. In our experiments, we set T1 = 0.2, T2 = 0.65. 
For a matched eye pair, we clip a face candidate based 
on the face model as shown in Figure 1. 
This paper proposes a human face detection system 
based on skin color segmentation and SVM 
classification. Experimental results show that the 
proposed system results in better performance than our 
previously proposed method [4], which has been 
proved to outperform the method proposed by Fröba 
and Küblbeck [1], in terms of correct detection rate 
and capacity of coping with the problems of lighting, 
scaling, rotation, and multiple faces. 
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Figure 1  Face model
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4. Experimental results 
We tested our system on 1817 color images, taken 
from digital cameras, scanners, the World Wide Web, 
and the Champion dataset. These testing images 
include both indoor and outdoor scenes under different 
lighting conditions and backgrounds, and have sizes 
varying from 105×158 to 640×577. 2615 face 
candidates of sizes varying from 35×30 to 370×275 are 
clipped from these images. Our previous and present 
methods have detection rates 88.26% and 96.37%, and 
false acceptance  rates 5.81%, and 3.63%, respectively. 
Figure 2 shows some detection results of our system.  
(a)                                         (b) 
Figure 2   Some face detection results
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